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In Understand Electronics, Owen Bishop covers the basics needed in all the main areas of electronics with a jargon-free, informative style, and numerous illustrations.  

An essential book for the newcomer to electronics, this highly practical guide provides a thorough introduction to practical electronics and the basic principles of electronic components and circuitry.  Owen Bishop, a leading international electronics author, takes a step-by-step approach, employing the minimum of mathematics, to create a text that is ideal for the student or enthusiast who has little previous knowledge of the subject area but wishes to find out more.

The new edition has been thoroughly updated throughout, with many new illustrations and coverage of recent advances in electronics, including a chapter on microcontrollers the simple programmable devices that are transforming electronics project work. A new section on test equipment reinforces the practical emphasis of the book.

A practical guide made highly accessible through clear explanations and numerous illustrations
Assumes little previous knowledge of the subject area or  mathematical background
Covers the basics needed in all the main areas of electronics     

       The step-by-step approach makes this book ideal for introductory courses such as the Intermediate GNVQ

       About the Author
   
Author of over 70 books, mostly electronic and many in the field of science education. Contributor to numerous electronic magazines such as Everyday Practical Electronics, Elektor Electronics, Electronics Australia and Electronics Today International. Former Science Education Advisor in developing countries as staff member of the British Council and as a part of the UN Educational and Scientific Organisation.
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Antenna and EM Modeling with MatlabJohn Wiley & Sons, 2002

	An accessible and practical tool for effective antenna design


	Due to the rapid development of wireless communications, the modeling of radiation and scattering is becoming more important in the design of antennas. Consequently, it is increasingly important for antenna designers and students of antenna design to have a comprehensive...
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Thomas Aquinas on the Passions: A Study of Summa TheologiaeCambridge University Press, 2009
The Summa Theologiae is Thomas Aquinas' undisputed masterwork, and it includes his thoughts on the elemental forces in human life. Feelings such as love, hatred, pleasure, pain, hope and despair were described by Aquinas as 'passions', representing the different ways in which happiness could be affected. But what causes the passions? What impact do...
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Foundations of WF: an Introduction to Windows Workflow FoundationApress, 2006
Have you ever spent hours coding workflow for your applications? If so, the new Microsoft Windows Workflow Foundation (WF) technology will make your life easier. Foundations of WF: An Introduction to Windows Workflow Foundation introduces you to using Visual Studio 2005 and the Windows Workflow Foundation (part of Windows Vista) to...
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Make: Paper Inventions: Machines that Move, Drawings that Light Up, and Wearables and Structures You Can Cut, Fold, and RollMaker Media, Inc, 2015

	
		Paper is amazing stuff. It's cheap, easy to use, and easy to recycle. It's lightweight and easy to cut or tear--but incredibly strong when folded, layered, or rolled. It can stand stiff as a board, pop up like a spring, or hang softly like a silk scarf. It's disposable, but it can last for centuries. Its surface can be...
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Machine Learning with Spark - Tackle Big Data with Powerful Spark Machine Learning AlgorithmsPackt Publishing, 2014

	Key Features

	
		Follow real-world examples to learn how to develop your own machine learning systems with Spark
	
		A practical tutorial with real-world use cases allowing you to develop your own machine learning systems with Spark
	
		Combine various techniques and models into an intelligent machine...
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Pro Visual C++/CLI and the .NET 2.0 PlatformApress, 2005
It is with great satisfaction that I introduce you to Stephen’s excellent new book, Pro Visual C++/CLI
and the .NET 2.0 Platform, the first detailed treatment of what has been standardized under ECMA as
C++/CLI. Of course, any text, no matter how excellent, is itself incomplete, like a three-walled room.

The fourth wall,...
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